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ABSTRACT 

Currently, in civil engineering, high performance concrete i.e. concretes whose minimum 

compression strength is equal or more than 65 MPa are increasingly used. Side effect of it is need 

for determination of their construction strength. In particular, recently built high performance 

structures suffer from sampling of drill cores. Therefore, noninvasive impact hammers – to be 

specific Schmitt impact hammer – were used for determination of structural concrete strength. 

However, efficiency of calibration correlation using impact hammer volume indicated in standards 

(e.g. EN 137914, CSN 731373) or by impact hammer manufacturers is disputable since these 

correlations were developed at the time such concretes were uncommon. This paper indicated 

calibration correlations as elaborated for high performance concretes class C 55/67 to C 80/95; 2 

to 60 days old, for Schmidt impact hammer type N & L. Calibration correlations generated feature 

high degree of correlation and practical utility. Moreover, these calibration correlations here are 

compared with correlations given for concrete strength calculation as stated by technical standards, 

and impact hammer manufacturer; this implies that these correlations indicated in EN 13791, CSN 

731373 and declared by impact hammer manufacturer are inapplicable for determination of high 

performance concrete strength by means of impact hammer. 

Key words: Impact hammer testing, Stength, Concrete, Hight Performace Concete, Calibration 
relation 

1. Introduction 

High performance concrete (HPC) is rather new concrete type having been used for concrete and 
reinforced concrete constructions in a larger extent since the 1970s. Basic characteristic thereof is a 
high compression strength amounting to 65 MPa as a minimum, whereas the HPC-manufacturers do 
currently produce ready mixed concrete with strength values about 100 MPa. 
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Besides high strength, even at the beginning period of hardening, the high performance concrete is 
characterized of a higher lifespan and water tightness. The mentioned features are related to 
a change of pore structure and higher compactness due to very low cement-water ratio. 
Utilization of high performance concrete for construction of concrete and reinforced concrete 
structures is connected with a need to detect strength values of specimens taken from concrete being 
placed into structures during construction and also to measure the strength of built-in hardened 
concrete. 

There are several methods of how to trace strength values of already built-in concrete: 
Destructive tests of the cored specimens 
Non-destructive and semi-destructive methods (hardness test method, ultrasonic pulse method, 
local crippling methods) 
Combination of the methods above. 

In case of non-destructive methods, calibration relations between the parameter of non-destructive 
testing and compression strength values must be available. 

The paper contains calibration relations for HPC strength tracing by means of Schmidt impact 
hammers, types N and L. The so gained calibration relations are compared with those of EN 13791 
and CSN 731373. An evaluation informs about influence of test surface treatment on impact 
hammer rebound values. 

2. Basic Data of the Tested Concrete

Four concrete mixtures produced by two ready mixed concrete manufactures in various periods were 
tested, whereof two mixtures were of the strength class C55/67 and the other two of the strength 
class C80/95. The basic parameters of high performance concrete are shown in the Table 1 below. 

Table 1: Basic Parameters of the Tested HPC

C55/67a C55/67b 

Age of concrete D fc,cu Age of concrete D fc,cu

2 days 2350 29.5 2 days  32.5 

7days 2325 48 7days  56.5 

28 days 2370 67.5 28 days  74.5 

60days 2380 71 60days  88.5 

C80/95c C80/95d 

Age of concrete D fc,cu Age of concrete D fc,cu

2 days 2350 51 2 days 2420 51.5 

7days 2350 79.5 7days 2400 76.5 

28 days 2360 103 28 days 2390 99 

60days 2360 109.5 60days 2405 102 

D [kg/m3]  density of hardened concrete 

fc,cu [MPa]  compression strength 
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3. Methodology of Testing

3.1  Specimens and Test Terms 

Specimens made for testing – cubes 150x150x150 mm, stored in environs with relative humidity of 
 95% and temperature of 19 – 210C prior to testing.  

For non-destructive tests, the surface of specimens was treated by two different methods:  

Manual treatment by grinding stone (process as per the EN 12504-2) 
Treatment by diamond charged grinding wheel up to a visible concrete structure (process as per 
the SN 731373). 

The tests were done with concrete in the age of 2, 3, 7, 14, 21, 28 and 60 days. 

3.2 Testing Equipment and Methodology 

Testing equipment: two types of “Original” Schmidt impact hammers, differing from each other 
by the impact energy, as the rebound number is an output of measuring by such impact hammer 
types :  

type N - impact energy 2.207 Nm 
type L - impact energy 0.735 Nm. 

Test surface: treatment in two ways complying with the EN 12504-2 and SN 73 1373. 
Thereafter, all impurities and foreign particles were removed from the ground surface.  
Process of testing: the specimen placed in a test press were loaded with a force corresponding to 
10 % of the supposed concrete strength (process as per the SN 731373); this value was 
maintained for the whole time of testing by impact hammer. Each surface was put to 15 tests by 
impact hammer. The distance between test points and towards the specimen edge amounted to 
25 mm as a minimum. After the done non-destructive test, the specimen was loaded until 
breaking into fragments. Compression strength is calculated using formula (1): 

c

b
A

F
R   [MPa]    (1)    

where:              Rb – compression strength 

F – destruction force in N

 Ac –  pressure surface in mm2

Evaluation of test results : test ends in a set of rebound values. A set of particular rebound Ri

values serves to calculation of mean rebound Rz value and maximum/minimum limits deviating 
 13 % from mean value. Ri values out of these limits are rejected. In case less than 12 valid 

values remains (after rejecting extreme Ri values, the specimen under testing is to be suspended 
and replaced by a new ones. 

4. Test Results and Calibration Relations

230 concrete cubes in the age of 2, 3, 7, 14, 21, 28 and 60 days were tested in order to elaborate 
calibration relations. The results of destructive and non-destructive tests served for elaborating of 
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calibration relations for deriving of compression strength from the impact hammer value under an 
application of the smallest quadrate method. A utility of such calibration relations was assessed with 
respect to the r correlation coefficient characterizing a correlation tightness between the 
compression strength and rebound number. The evaluation leaned on the following criteria [1]: 

0,5 r  0,7 - Significant correlation closeness 

0,7 r  0,9 - High degree of correlation closeness 

r  0,9 - High cohesion between variables 

In point of practical utilization, calibration correlation corresponding to correlation coefficient r

0.85 is acceptable. 

Further, there are stated elaborated calibration relations as follows: 
Compression strength values derived from rebound numbers, as measured by the Schmidt 
impact hammer, type N (2) : 

1.9744

NRN
.Rf 0315.0     r =0,969   RN 15;63                             (2) 

Compression strength values derived from rebound numbers, as measured by the Schmidt 
impact hammer, type L (3) : 

1.708

LRL
.Rf 1066.0     r =0,957   RN 12;57                            (3) 

The test results and calibration relations are shown in the Figures 1 and 2 below.  

y = 0,0315x1,9744

r = 0,969
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Fig. 1: HPC Test Results Gained by Schmidt Impact Hammer, Type N 
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y = 0,1066x1,708

r = 0,957
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Fig. 2: HPC Test Results Gained by Schmidt Impact Hammer, Type L 

The non-destructive tests were done with surfaces treated by methods as per the EN 12504-2 and 
SN 73 1373. For assessment of surface treatment influence on the Schmidt impact hammer 

rebound number, there was reckoned a proportional Rn difference for each test surface 
in accordance with the relation (4): 

100.
R

RR
R

Z

BKDK
n  [%]    (4) 

where:  Rn = a rebound number difference on the test surface treated by different ways  
(CSN 73 1373 x  EN 12504-2) 

RDK = rebound number on test surface treated with diamond charged grinding 

                        wheel ( SN 73 1373)

RBK = rebound number on test surface manually treated with grinding stone   

     (EN 12504-1)

    RZ = average rebound number of the specimen 

A comparison of rebound number results detected on the test surfaces by means of the methods 
above are shown in the Table 2 below.  
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Table 2: Differences Rn  Depending on Previous Test Surface Treatment 

Concrete IH Schmidt type N 
RN - mean  

IH Schmidt type L 
RL - mean  

C55/67a 1.,8 1.,7 

C55/67b 2.1 1.6 

C80/95c 1.0 1.8 

C80/95d 0.8 0.3 

All concretes 1.43 1.45 

Rn [%]  
a rebound number difference on the test surface 
treated by different ways   

The Fig. 3 below graphically illustrates a comparison of rebound number values by Schmidt impact 
hammer, type N, with the same gained under the different test surface treatment. 

y = 0,9928x - 0,2451

r = 0,996
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Fig. 3: Influence of Test Surface Treatment on Rebound Number by Schmidt Impact Hammer Type 
N

6. Comparison of Elaborated Calibration Relations with those by EN 13791 and SN

731373 

The relations for deriving of built-in concrete strength values from impact hammer rebound number 
as per the EN 13791 and SN 73 1373 are valid for previously manufactured concrete, the 
compactness of which corresponded to the strength class C50/60 as a maximum, specified in the EN 
206-1.
Comparison of elaborated calibration relations (2) and (3) was done for the validity scope 
of calibration relations (5), (6), (7),(8) and (9) as specified in the norms; then, additional calculations 
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were done to gain relations up to the strength of 100 MPa, in order to assess an eventual 
applicability thereof – see the Figures 4 and 5. 

For the basic curve, the EN 13791 contains two relations, (5) and (6), for deriving of fR  concrete 
strength value from the R rebound number of impact hammer: 

              23R25.1fR    20  R  24          (5)    

            5.34R73.1fR    24  R  50               (6)    

Two relations based on values as shown in the tables of SN 73 1373 were elaborated for horizontal 
position of impact hammer, namely the relation (7) – Schmidt impact hammer, type N, and the 
relation (8) – Schmidt impact hammer, type L, for deriving of fR concrete strength from R rebound 
number of impact hammer :  

             5.28R74.1fR    25  R  52          (7)    

            2.14R59.1fR    14  R  46               (8)    

Further, a relation (9) based on table values of concrete in the age of 7 days, as specified in 
a manufacturer’s handbook, was reckoned for Schmidt impact hammer, type N :    

              76462,1
R R0649.0f    20  R  50          (9)    

With regard to the fact that relations (5) and (6) of the EN 13791 do not specify any Schmidt impact 
hammer type for calculation of built-in concrete strength from the viewpoint of made out impact 
energy, the values measured by Schmidt impact hammer, type L, were applied.  
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Fig. 4: Comparison of Relations by EN 13791 and CSN 73 1373 with Elaborated Calibration 
Relation (2) for HPC – Schmidt Impact Hammer, Type N 
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Fig. 5: Comparison of Relations by EN 13791 and CSN 73 1373 with Elaborated Calibration 
Relation (3) for HPC – Schmidt Impact Hammer, Type L 

7. Conclusion

The analyses of test spot treatment influence on the impact hammer rebound number and of 
elaborated calibration relations for high performance concrete compression strength deriving from 
the rebound number of Schmidt impact hammer, both compared with relations specified in the 
norms, have brought about pieces of knowledge as follows:  

The way of test surface treatment prior to non-destructive high performance concrete testing by 
impact hammer (treatment with grinding stone – EN 12504-2 and treatment with diamond 
charged grinding wheel up to a visible concrete structure – SN 731373) has a marginal 
influence on impact hammer rebound number; the traced differences varied by about 1.5 %.  
The elaborated calibration relations (2) and (3) for deriving of concrete strength from rebound 
values of Schmidt impact hammer, types N and L, are characterized in a high correlation degree 
(r = 0.96-0.97) and so, they are applicable to practical detection of built-in high performance 
concrete strength. 
Relations specified in the EN 13791 and SN 731373, as well as the same of Schmidt impact 
hammer, type N, underestimate the concrete strength. Any quest to extent the utility scope 
thereof by additional calculations for deriving it from rebound values, lying beyond the upper 
limit of calibration relation, is unsuitable. Differences between the strength values measured 
under the same rebound number may be explained by high performance concrete structure 
dissimilar to that of concrete produced aforetime.  
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